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Abstract. Measurements of photoelectric cross sections of aluminium, copper, zirconium, 
silver, tin, tantalum and lead for 145 keV y rays have been carried out using the well-type 
plastic scintillation spectrometer. The cross sections in these materials are found to be 
0.261 0.018, 10.32 k0.62, 37.82 f 2.27, 7943 & 4.80, 98.97 f 5.90, 430.9 & 2 5 0 0  and 671.0& 
40.00 b/atom respectively. These values are found to be in good agreement with the predicted 
values of Schmickley and Pratt. 

1. Introduction 

The direct measurements of photoelectric cross sections using scintillation spectro- 
meters are very few. Titus (1959) has used a plastic scintillator It’’ long, A’’ diameter 
axial hole in a 2‘’ diameter crystal, which is coupled to the photomultiplier with a 6” 
long plastic light guide, and measured the cross sections at 662 keV in copper, molyb- 
denum, silver, tantalum and gold. Titus (1965) has also measured the photoelectric 
cross sections at 2.62 meV in tin, tantalum and gold. The data of Titus (1959, 1965) 
were consistently below the theoretical values of Schmickley and Pratt (1967), usually 
not even within the stated limits of experimental error. Parthasaradhi et a1 (1964a, b) 
have used a plastic scintillator of 1” diameter, +’’ thickness, having a well of A’’ depth 
and diameter, and measured the photoelectric cross sections in copper, silver, tin, 
tantalum and platinum for 145 keV y rays; the errors were as high as 10 % in high Z 
materials. Parthasaradhi et a1 (1966) have also measured the photoelectric cross sections 
in lead, tin and silver for 320 keV y rays by the same method. There is a wide discrepancy 
in the cross sections of platinum and lead for 145 keV and 320 keV y rays respectively 
between these measured values and the predicted values of Schmickley and Pratt (1967) 
which have been confirmed by the data on absorption coefficients. 

I t  is therefore desirable to  measure the photoelectric cross sections in high 2 materials, 
particularly at low energy, with improved accuracy. With this end in view, absolute 
photoelectric cross sections of aluminium, copper, zirconium, silver, tin, tantalum and 
lead for 145 keV y rays have been determined using a well-type plastic scintillation 
spectrometer. 

2. Experimental details 

The experimental set-up is shown in figure 1. A 60 mCi 141Ce source in the form of a 
radiographiccapsule yielding 145 keV y rays was obtained from BhabhaAtomic Research 
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0.8 cm diometer 0.6'cm diometer 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of experimental set-up. S source, LC lead collimators, LS lead 
shielding, P plastic scintillator, PM photomultiplier, AI aluminium lining, CF cathode 
follower, HT high tension power supply, LT low tension power supply, LA linear amplifier, 
SA single channel analyser, SC scaler, T timer. 

Centre, Bombay, India. It was housed in a lead cylinder with a collimating hole of 8 mm 
diameter and 70 mm in length. The radiation leaving this collimator passed through 
another collimator of hole diameter 6 mm and length 70 mm, and then traversed a well 
12 mm deep and 7 mm in diameter in a plastic scintillator 15 mm thick and 28 mm in 
diameter. The plastic scintillator was optically coupled to the face of a 6199 RCA 
photomultiplier with the help of silicon grease. The scintillator was covered with a thin 
aluminium foil except at the top of the well. This aluminium foil was further covered 
with black french tape. The scintillator was carefully centred on the photon beam. 

Thin converter foils of mass 9.275, 7.650, 9.800, 9.100, 12.000 and 8.050 mg of 
aluminium, copper, zirconium, silver, tin, tantalum and lead respectively of high purity 
(99.9 %) were punched to the well diameter. Then the converter foil under investigation 
was placed inside the well in the scintillator intercepting the entire photon beam. Plastic 
strips were used to insert the converter foils into the well. On the basis of the measure- 
ments of the beam profile it was confirmed that the converter foil at all times intercepted 
the entire photon beam. After inserting the foil, the well top was covered with thin 
black french tape. 

The pulses from the photomultiplier were coupled to the cathode follower which 
then fed these pulses to the single channel analyser. The experiment was performed in 
an air conditioned room. The mains voltage was also stabilized and the drift in the 
spectrometer gain was negligible. 

3. Procedure 

When a low energy photon beam is incident on a converter material electrons are ejected 
due to photoelectric absorption and Compton collisions. The y background spectrum 
and the spectrum with an aluminium converter were recorded. Typical pulse height 
spectra are given in figure 2. They background spectrum is subtracted from the spectrum 
with the aluminium converter to get the electron spectrum as shown in figure 3(a) (full 
curve). As can be seen from this figure there is a small hump which is due to the photo- 
electron spectrum superimposed on the Compton continuum. The Compton continuum 
is interpolated by curve fitting (shown by broken curve). For the purpose of checking 
this interpolation the continuum was also measured with the aluminium converter 
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Figure 2. Typical pulse height spectra 0 Aluminium; y background. 
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Figure 3. (a) Resolved electron spectrum of aluminium converter. The broken curve is the 
interpolated Compton continuum. (b) Resolved photoelectron spectrum. 
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replaced by a carbon converter having the same number of electrons as in aluminium. 
No significant error in the interpolation procedure could be detected, due to the general 
smoothness of the continuum. This interpolated continuum under the observed peak 
is subtracted to  obtain the resolved photoelectron spectrum shown in figure 3(b). The 
plot of interpolated electron spectrum together with the ratio of the number of electrons 
in the high Z converter material to that in aluminium was used to estimate the Compton 
continuum in that material. The Compton continuum so obtained was subtracted 
from the observed electron spectrum in the high Z converter. The resolved photoelectric 
spectrum was plotted and the number of photoelectrons was estimated from the area 
under the peak. The estimated number in each case is corrected for self-absorption 
in the converter foil. This corrected number (N,) was used in the calculations of the 
photoelectric cross sections. 

The number of atoms (N) in the converter foil is given by 

Here m and A are respectively the mass and the atomic weight of the converter foil and 
L is Avogadro's number. The mass of the converter foil was determined using an 
electrical balance. 

To  determine the number of photons that are incident on the converter foil a scintil- 
lation spectrometer was assembled with a 38 mm diameter and 38 mm thick NaI(T1) 
crystal which was coupled to the RCA 6292 photomultiplier. The spectrum of 141Ce 
was taken in a good geometry set-up (Gopal and Sanjeevaiah 1973). The peak-to-total 
ratio was determined experimentally by recording the complete pulse height spectrum 
resulting from 145 keV y rays. The intrinsic efficiency for the size of the crystal employed 
was taken from the theoretically computed values of Wolicki et al(1956). The product 
of peak-to-total ratio and intrinsic efficiency gives the photopeak efficiency for point- 
source geometry. This was further corrected for the geometry of the set-up. Accepting 
the photopeak the counts were registered. The number of counts was corrected for 
photofraction and absorption in the aluminium shield of the NaI(T1) crystal. A trans- 
mission experiment was also conducted accepting the photopeak of the 141Ce y source 
using aluminium absorbers in the same geometry. The interpolated value to zero thick- 
ness of the absorber is corrected for photofraction, and this gives the total number of 
photons incident on the crystal in this geometry. The values obtained by both the 
methods agree within experimental error. Using this value the number of photons (S) 
incident on unit area of the converter foil was calculated. 

4. Results and discussion 

The photoelectric cross sections (aT) calculated using the relation 

NP aT = - 
N S  

are given in table 1. 
In the estimation of photoelectrons the error comes mainly from the subtraction 

procedure and the statistical uncertainties in the estimated Compton electrons and the 
total number of electrons beneath the peak. This is estimated to  be about 7 % in the 
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aluminium and about 6 %  in other materials. The error involved in the estimation of 
the number of atoms is negligible (< 0.2 %). In the estimation of photon flux the error 
is found to  be less than 1 %. Therefore, the error involved in the photoelectric cross 
sections is about 6 % in all materials except aluminium where it is about 7 %. 

The present experimental values are in good agreement with the interpolated values 
of Schmickley and Pratt (1967). 

Table 1. Photoelectric cross sections (bjatom) 

Converter Schmickley 
material Present and Pratt 

Aluminium 0,261 kO.018 0.25 
Copper 10.32 & 0.62 9.90 
Zirconium 37.82 k2.27 39.50 
Silver 79.83 k 4 4 0  7900 
Tin 98.97 & 5.90 99.00 
Tantalum 430.90k25QO 431.00 
Lead 67 1 GO & 4000 680.00 
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